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The maxim “no pain, no gain” summarizes scenarios in which an action leading to reward also entails a cost. Although we know a
substantial amount about how the brain represents pain and reward separately, we know little about how they are integrated during
goal-directed behavior. Two theoretical models might account for the integration of reward and pain. An additive model specifies that the
disutility of costs is summed linearly with the utility of benefits, whereas an interactive model suggests that cost and benefit utilities
interact so that the sensitivity to benefits is attenuated as costs become increasingly aversive. Using a novel task that required integration
of physical pain and monetary reward, we examined the mechanism underlying cost– benefit integration in humans. We provide evi-
dence in support of an interactive model in behavioral choice. Using functional neuroimaging, we identify a neural signature for this
interaction such that, when the consequences of actions embody a mixture of reward and pain, there is an attenuation of a predictive
reward signal in both ventral anterior cingulate cortex and ventral striatum. We conclude that these regions subserve integration of action
costs and benefits in humans, a finding that suggests a cross-species similarity in neural substrates that implement this function and
illuminates mechanisms that underlie altered decision making under aversive conditions.

Introduction
Goal-directed behavior engenders conflict when we trade the
prospect of an appetitive gain against an equal prospect of an
aversive cost. For example, mountain climbers will report that the
agony of climbing a mountain is endured to sample the ecstasy of
the mountain top. Despite a wealth of data regarding the separate
representation of reward (Schultz, 2006; Montague and King-
Casas, 2007) and punishment (Seymour et al., 2007), how they are
integrated during goal-directed behavior is relatively unexplored
(Phillips et al., 2007; Walton et al., 2007). Here, we designed a study
in which participants were offered choices that incorporated simul-
taneous rewarding and punishing consequences, namely monetary
gain and physical pain, and in which action selection required an
online integration of the prospects of pain and reward.

It is well established that value is highly context dependent (Sey-
mour and McClure, 2008). Here, we addressed a particular form of
value integration associated with two fundamentally different sorts
of outcomes, a primary visceral cost (pain) and an abstract reward-
ing benefit (monetary reward). We investigated this by comparing
how well an additive and an interactive model account for the inte-
gration of pain and reward. According to an influential additive

model, attitudes toward mixed outcomes are conceptualized as the
net difference between the positive and negative affect that they
arouse (Green and Goldried, 1965). The overall utility of a choice is
likewise computed as the difference between its costs and benefits
(Prelec and Loewenstein, 1998). Findings that positive and negative
affect co-occur in emotionally charged situations (Miller, 1959; Ber-
ridge and Grill, 1984; Larsen et al., 2001, 2004; Schimmack, 2001)
hint at separate brain representations of positive and negative value
(Cacioppo and Berntson, 1994). Their integration in guiding choice
may therefore be interactive, so that the sensitivity or slope of choice
behavior as a function of reward will change with the level of pain. It
is this pain-induced change in sensitivity to reward that we sought to
characterize in terms of behavior and neurophysiological substrate.
Our experimental design enabled us to test a prediction that the
values associated with painful costs and monetary benefits in a
choice situation would interact in a manner whereby pain would
attenuate the neural representation of reward.

We predicted that cost–benefit integration would engage brain
systems implicated in value learning, such as dopaminergic target
structures. These include ventral striatum, implicated in reinforce-
ment learning in both appetitive (Berns et al., 2001; O’Doherty
et al., 2003, 2004; Tobler et al., 2007) and aversive (Jensen et
al., 2003; Iordanova et al., 2006; Hoebel et al., 2007) process-
ing, medial prefrontal cortical regions, including the orbito-
frontal cortex (OFC), implicated in representations of positive
as well as negative outcomes (O’Doherty, 2007), and anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC), implicated in both optimal decisions
and appetitive and aversive choice (Walton et al., 2007). In-
deed, previous work in rats has shown that the nucleus accum-
bens (NA) and the ACC are pivotal when animals integrate
costs and benefits (Caine and Koob, 1994; Aberman and
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Salamone, 1999; Salamone and Correa, 2002; Walton et al.,
2003; Schweimer et al., 2005); these structures are known to be
interconnected (Brog et al., 1993).

Materials and Methods
Participants
Twenty-one adult participants took part in the experiment. All partici-
pants received information describing the study before arrival. On ar-
rival, participants were screened for neurological and psychiatric history and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) compatibility and signed a consent
form. One participant was removed from the analysis for failing to produce
a minimum of five choices of DS�

pain, which prevented us from analyzing his
MRI data, and two others were removed because their choice behavior
showed them to be statistical outliers (more than three times the interquar-
tile range above the upper or lower quartiles). The remaining 18 participants
(12 females) had mean � SD age of 24.62 � 4.44 years. The study was
approved by the University College London Research Ethics Committee.

Materials
Nine 114 � 154 pixels, luminance-matched color pictures of neutral
male faces from The Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces (Lundqvist et
al., 1998) were used as discriminative stimuli (DSs). Of these, four faces
were chosen on the basis of individual likeability ratings (see procedure).
Two faces were used as the “pain pair” and two as the “touch pair.”

Apparatus
Electric skin stimulation. Two Digitimer boxes (model DS7) were placed
inside a radiofrequency (RF)-shielded box. Power was supplied by a
battery and a mains inverter, which were also placed inside the box. The
mains inverter was encased in another RF-shielded box, with RF filters on
the battery input leads and mains output leads. Input to the Digitimer
boxes was controlled by a computer in the scanner control room. To
trigger each Digitimer box, the experimental computer program deliv-
ered a signal to a single data pin in a parallel port. Transistor–transistor
logic (TTL) signal from the parallel port was converted to fiber optics,
which were fed from the scanner control room, through a wave guide, to
the scanner room, and through another wave guide, into the RF-shielded
box. The signal was then converted back to TTL and connected to the trigger
input in the Digitimer box. The Digitimer box output was fed through filters
in the RF-shielded box. These were notch filters, tuned to the scanner center
frequency, which were designed in such a way that there could not be a
short circuit to ground in the case of a component failure. Wires, with
safety resistors to prevent current being picked up from the scanner RF
coil, were connected to the filters and wound around ferrites for addi-
tional filtering. The wires were attached to in-house-built circular elec-
trodes with a radius of 6 mm.

Skin conductance recording. Skin conductance was recorded on the
fourth and fifth digits of the nondominant hand using 2 � 3 cm dry
stainless steel electrodes and an AT64 Autogenic Systems device. The
output of the coupler was converted into an optical pulse frequency. This
pulse signal was transmitted using fiber optics, digitally converted out-
side the scanner room (Micro1401; Cambridge Electronic Design), and
recorded (Spike2; Cambridge Electronic Design).

Procedure
DS selection. Participants first rated nine pictures of male faces on a
9-point “first impression likability” Likert scale. The faces used as DSs
comprised those each participant rated as medium in likeability (their
third, fourth, fifth, and sixth most likeable faces), randomly allocated to
the four conditions crossing probability (high, low) and stimulation type
(pain, touch). At the end of the experiment, participants rated the nine
pictures again on the same scale and then were presented with all face
pairs for a forced-choice likability task.

Pain scaling. Two electrodes, each connected to a Digitimer box, were
attached to the back of each participant’s left hand. Low (5 �V) stimula-
tion was applied to the first electrode and increased or decreased until
participants reported a just-discernable sensation that was not uncom-
fortable. They were told that this sensation would be called “touch” and
corresponded to a 1 on a 1–100 sensation scale, with 100 representing the

worst possible pain. Participants were then told that the level of stimula-
tion on the second electrode would be increased gradually and were
reminded that they were free to withdraw their participation at any point.
They were asked to rate their sensation every time a stimulation was
administered and notify the experimenter when they started feeling pain.
When participants reported feeling pain, stimulation was subsequently
increased to a level participants considered “the strongest pain that they
could tolerate without distress.” Participants were told that this level of
stimulation (which was at least 50 �V higher than the touch stimulation
in all participants) would be called “pain.” The touch stimulation was
then applied to the first electrode to verify it was still felt; if it was not, as
a result of habituation, the level of stimulation was increased until it again
represented a 1 on the pain scale.

Paradigm overview. In each trial, participants had to choose between
two faces, DS�

pain and DS�
pain, associated with a high or a low probability,

respectively, of the delivery of a painful stimulation to the hand (Fig. 1).
Two control faces, DS�

touch and DS�
touch, were associated with a high or

low probability of a mild tactile stimulation. The probability and nature
of the stimulation outcomes were entirely predictable based on previous
experience in a pre-experimental conditioning session. In the experi-
mental sessions, the amount of money that participants could gain or
lose was announced visually at the onset of each trial, but participants
knew that it would only be added to or subtracted from their balances if
an actual stimulation was delivered. Thus, on any trial in which partici-
pants received a stimulation, be it pain or touch, they also gained or lost
money. Therefore, any single choice always incorporated both a mone-
tary and a stimulation (either pain or touch) outcome. The offered mon-
etary amounts varied randomly around a mean of zero and were
independent of the nature of the stimulation. Note that these outcome
components could be congruent (involving pain and monetary loss) or
incongruent (involving pain and monetary gain).

Experimental sessions. We scanned participants using functional MRI
(fMRI) over four experimental sessions, lasting �8 min. In each session,
participants received 48 pain trials and 48 touch trials. In one-third of the
trials of each type, gain was parametrically varied; in one-third, loss was
parametrically varied; and the remaining trials had a zero amount. The
order of pain and touch trials was pseudorandomized and fixed for all
sessions with a constraint that no more than four pain/touch trials could
appear consecutively. The allocation of monetary values to trials varied

Figure 1. Paradigm. In each trial, two faces and a monetary amount were displayed. One of
the two faces was associated with 75% probability of receiving an outcome (and 25% proba-
bility of receiving nothing, DS�) and the other with 25% probability of receiving an outcome
(and 75% of receiving nothing, DS� ). Outcomes always included both the displayed monetary
amount and a skin stimulation (touch or pain). Participants were free to choose either of the two
faces. To maximize gain and minimize pain, participants should choose the DS� when the
monetary amount was zero or negative. Critically, a positive monetary amount introduced a
conflict between the goals of gain maximization and pain minimization. Choice consequences
were revealed at the offset of the decision screen with outcome delivery determined according
to the probability associated with the chosen face.
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between sessions. Each trial began with a fixation cross displayed for 180
ms, followed by either the pain (DS�

pain and DS�
pain) or the touch (DS�

touch

and DS�
touch) face pair (decision time point). The two faces were pre-

sented, randomly, 90 pixels to the left and right of the fixation cross. The
DS� faces were associated with 75% conditioned outcome probability
and the DS� faces with a 25% conditioned outcome probability. The
pairing of face identity and the probability and nature of the stimulation
remained constant throughout the experiment. A monetary amount,
displayed centrally, varied randomly around a mean of zero, ranging
from 10 to 55 pence (sessions 1 and 3) or 12 to 57 pence (sessions 2 and
4) in steps of 3 pence in either the gain or the loss domain. Participants
had 2 s to choose the right or left face using an MRI-compatible response
box, and, once they responded, the non-chosen face disappeared. Two
seconds after the decision time point, participants realized whether they
would receive an outcome in this trial or not (outcome time point). If an
outcome was not delivered, the screen turned black and the intertrial
interval commenced, lasting for a jittered duration of 990 –3060 ms
(mean of 2025 ms). If an outcome was delivered, it was always signaled by
the fixation cross changing to an asterisk, which blinked increasingly
faster for 1581 ms, followed by a visual warning signal (a pictogram of a
flash) displayed for 450 ms, followed by the stimulation (pain or touch).
As described above, all outcomes comprised a combination of a mone-
tary amount and stimulation, in accordance with the information avail-
able to participants at the decision time point. Outcomes were delivered
strictly according to the outcome probability associated with the chosen
face. After stimulation delivery, the intertrial interval commenced. If
participants failed to respond within the 2 s decision window after the
decision time point (this happened in 1.9% of the trials), the same se-
quence occurred, but both faces disappeared from the screen and the
outcome was delivered with a 50% probability.

Instructions to participants. For ease of learning, the task was described
in the form of a game, but participants knew they were not playing online
and that their “opponents” were not real people (see instructions to
participants, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
This may be important to prevent participants from using social strate-
gies. All participants were initially endowed with £20 and told that their
goal was to maximize earnings and minimize physical pain. They were
asked to imagine they were interacting with four other players. Partici-
pants were instructed that each round would begin with the display of the
faces of two players. Participants “moved” by selecting one of the two
players with which to interact. The chosen player then either “moved” or
“passed.” Participants were told that the chosen player’s move always had
two components, changing the amount in participants’ accounts and
delivering stimulation to their hand. Participants were also told that the
four players with whom they interacted were paired such that each player
always appeared with one other unique individual and that one pair
could deliver touch and the other pain. They were also told that each
player would move with a frequency that was fixed for that player but
varied between players. Participants were instructed to move in every
round by responding as fast as they could once they made their decision
and were informed that “their reaction time will be used to gauge their
attention to the task.” Participants were told that, if they failed to respond
within 2 s, the computer would play their turn and choose a player at
random; thus, in this situation, they would have no control over the
outcome. The experimenter then tested participants’ knowledge of the
rules and emphasized that participants were free to play the game any
way they liked. The pre-experimental conditioning session was intro-
duced as a practice session.

Pre-experimental conditioning session. After the DS selection and pain
scaling and before the experimental sessions, participants took part in a
conditioning session. This session was identical to the experimental ses-
sions with the exception that the monetary outcome was fixed to zero,
thereby allowing participants to learn how they could avoid pain and to
acquire an association between the faces and the likely stimulation out-
come. There were 88 trials in this session, half with the pain pair and half
with the touch pair. Participants were told that the most efficient learning
strategy would be to choose the player who was “least likely to move.”
Two conditioning sessions were administered when a participant failed

to choose the DS�
pain and DS�

touch 75% of the time (data from the first
session was then discarded).

Analysis
Reinforcement learning model of behavior. We assessed how pain and
reward are integrated using a reinforcement learning model (Sutton and
Barto, 1998), a variant of temporal difference models that have provided
a compelling account of a wealth of psychological, electrophysiological,
and neuroimaging data (Schultz et al., 1997; Dayan and Balleine, 2002;
O’Doherty et al., 2003; Montague et al., 2004; Seymour et al., 2004;
Schultz, 2006), but in this instance applied to a situation in which all the
probabilities are stable and well learned. According to this model (see
details in supplemental Methods, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material), each of the two faces in a trial (DS� and DS�)
is associated with an expected value, referred to as Q value, computed
as the product of the outcome probability and the utility of the out-
come. Because here each face is associated with two outcomes, reward
(money) and stimulation (either pain or touch), we computed two Q
values for each face, a money Q value and a pain Q value. We assumed
that, because we used small monetary amounts, the utility of money
would be proportional to the numerical monetary offer (Rabin and Tha-
ler, 2001). Furthermore, we assumed that, after a pre-experimental con-
ditioning training session, participants have learned the probabilities of
getting an outcome for each DS, as well as the value, or “disutility,” of the
pain, which they knew did not vary across trials [although we separately
considered a “noisy pain” model, in which the value of pain is stochastic
(supplemental Methods and Discussion, available at www.jneurosci.org
as supplemental material)]. We determined the disutility of pain for each
participant through model fitting. In addition to the pain and the money
Q values, each face is also associated with a third Q value, which repre-
sents their interaction as the product of the presence of pain and the
monetary offer. To characterize each choice, we subtracted the three Q
values associated with DS� from the same three Q values associated with
DS�, to give rise to the three key quantities associated with choice, called
difference Q values. We used logistic regression to predict participants’
behavioral choice from the sum of the difference Q values. The relative
worth of the main effect of pain and its interaction with money were
assessed directly through the regression.

Image acquisition. We used a 1.5T Siemens SONATA system to acquire
both T1-weighted anatomical images and T2*-weighted MRI transverse
echoplanar images (64 � 64 mm; 3 � 3 mm pixels; echo time, 90 ms)
with BOLD contrast. The echoplanar imaging (EPI) sequence was opti-
mized for maximizing signal in inferior brain regions (Weiskopf et al.,
2006). Each EPI comprised 48 2-mm-thick contiguous axial slices taken
every 3 mm (1 mm gap), positioned to cover the whole brain, with an
effective repetition time of 4.32 s per volume. The first five volumes were
discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects. Pulse and breathing signals
were acquired to correct for cardiac and respiratory effects.

Imaging analysis. The data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric
Mapping (SPM8; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, Uni-
versity of College London, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm). All volumes were realigned to the first volume to correct for
interscan movement and unwarped to remove unwanted movement-
related variance without removing variance attributable to the task
(Andersson et al., 2001). The mean of the motion-corrected images was
then coregistered to the individual’s structural MRI using a 12-parameter
affine transformation. This image was then spatially normalized to stan-
dard MNI space (Montreal Neurological Institute reference brain in Ta-
lairach space, Talairach and Tournaux, 1998) using the “unified
segmentation” algorithm available within SPM (Ashburner and Friston,
2005), with the resulting deformation field applied to the functional
imaging data. A mask of individual gray matter was also generated at this
point and was used during the final estimation step. All normalized im-
ages were then smoothed with an isotropic 8 mm full-width half-
maximum Gaussian kernel to account for differences between
participants and allow valid statistical inference according to Gaussian
random field theory (Friston et al., 1995a,b). The time series in each voxel
were high-pass filtered at 1⁄128 Hz to remove low-frequency confounds
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and were scaled to a grand mean of 100 over voxels and scans within each
session.

Single-subject analysis. We used a model-based analysis of the fMRI
data with onset regressors at three trial time points: decision (when the
cue is presented), outcome revelation (when a future outcome becomes
certain, at cue offset), and outcome delivery. We modeled the decision
time point using stimulation and reward Q values of the chosen face and
the outcome revelation time point using stimulation and reward out-
come prediction errors (PEs), defined as the differences between pre-
dicted Q values and revealed outcomes. Note that we use the term PE to
denote both Q values and outcome PE, because both represent signed
changes from initial predictions, assuming that prediction at trial onset is
zero and prediction after choice is equivalent to the Q value of the chosen
option. To clarify, if a participant chooses the DS�, the Q value of that
choice would be high relative to the initial prediction of zero and larger
than the Q value of a DS� choice. After choice, the best prediction is
equivalent to the Q value. Outcome receipt would generate a positive
PE, because the receipt of 40 pence is more rewarding than a 75%
chance to obtain 40 pence, which has a Q value of 30 pence. Outcome
omission would similarly generate a negative PE. Clearly, outcome PE
would be lower after DS� choice relative to after DS� choice, if an
outcome is actually provided. Note that, although decision and reve-
lation were temporally close, their parametric modulators were sta-
tistically dissociated through experimental design, which ensured
stochasticity in outcome. Had participants always received an out-
come, Q values and outcome PEs would be perfectly negatively cor-
related; instead, the outcome PEs depended on both the actual
outcomes and the Q value.

Another potential signal of interest is the experienced utility, or re-
sponse to actual obtained reward. For completeness, we examined an
alternative version of the fMRI model that included experienced utility as
a parametric modulator at the outcome delivery time point. To avoid
colinearities, this alternative model did not include modulation of the
outcome revelation time point by outcome PEs.

We analyzed pain and touch trials independently, making for eight
regressors in total, corresponding to the cells of a 2 (trial type: pain and
touch) � 2 (time point: decision and outcome revelation) � 2 (outcome:
stimulation and reward) design. These stimulus functions were con-
volved with canonical hemodynamic response functions and entered as
regressors in within-subject linear convolution models within SPM in the
usual way. This provided contrast maps of sensitivity for stimulation and
reward value.

Because of the free-choice nature of our paradigm, larger stimulation
PEs (PEs for pain and touch) were associated with larger reward PEs. This
stemmed from the natural preference of our participants to choose the
DS� more frequently when the monetary offers were high. To prevent
ambiguity in the interpretation of brain signals expressing reward PEs,
the crucial signal for the winning interactive model of behavior, we
took care to first partial out from this signal any effects of stimulation
PEs. For both decision and outcome revelation time points, we en-
tered stimulation regressors before the reward regressors, so that the
default option of serial orthogonalization of parametric modulators
ensured that variance shared between these regressors would be as-
signed to the stimulation regressors. This means that any activation
associated with the reward PE was not contaminated by stimulation
PE. However, this step of the fMRI model design rendered ambiguous
the interpretation of activation associated with the stimulation PEs.
This meant that we could not analyze stimulation PEs, which carry the
signal crucial for the additive model. Therefore, the focus of our fMRI
analysis speaks solely to the more successful interactive model. Phys-
iological activity (10 regressors coding cardiac phase, six regressors
coding respiratory phase, and one regressor coding change in respi-
ratory volume per unit time; calculated using the Physio toolbox in
SPM) were modeled as covariates of no interest.

Group analysis. The main effect of pain, relative to touch, was analyzed
with a t test comparing all pain and touch trials (collapsing across the
three time points in each trial: decision, outcome revelation, and out-
come delivery). We determined where individual differences modulated
the representation of pain in the brain by examining how the main effect

of pain was modulated by individual reward sensitivity scores (the slope
of each participant’s behavioral choice sensitivity function under pain;
see Results). This analysis was restricted to regions activated by the main
effect of pain across the entire group. Our main analysis focused on
regions that covaried positively with reward PEs. We were interested in
signals that behaved similarly at both the decision and outcome time
points, namely, where activation covaried positively with Q values and
with outcome PE. The parametric regressors corresponding to reward
PEs were analyzed with a 2 (trial type: pain and touch) � 2 (time point:
decision and outcome revelation) full factorial model with a pooled error
variance assumption to increase sensitivity and factors specified as “de-
pendent” and variance as “unequal.” Areas sensitive to the main effect of
reward PE were defined as those that covaried positively with all four
regressors. To determine which of these activations was attenuated by
pain, we contrasted reward PEs in touch trials versus pain trials, using the
same factorial model. This analysis was restricted to regions activated by
the main effect of reward. All analyses used a spatial extent threshold of 8
contiguous voxels. Main effects used whole-brain analyses that were
thresholded at voxel level of p � 0.001 and cluster false discovery rate,
�0.05 (Chumbley and Friston, 2009). We used p � 0.05 (uncorrected) to
define restricted functional volumes as masks for follow-up analyses. All
follow-up analyses of these restricted volumes were thresholded at p �
0.001 (uncorrected). Note that findings from these analyses are therefore
exploratory in nature and should be replicated in additional studies.

Psychophysiological interactions. We selected a seed region in the right
anterior insula [coordinates (32, 18, �10)], which in our study expressed
the main effect of pain more strongly in participants whose sensitivity to
reward changed as a function of pain (see Results). We extracted the time
series from a sphere of 6 mm radius around this voxel for each participant
using the first eigen time series (principal component). The psychophys-
iological interaction (PPI) (Friston et al., 1997) regressor was calculated
from the product of the mean-corrected activity in the seed region and a
vector coding for the main effect of reward. By including the physiolog-
ical activation in the seed region as well as the psychological effect of
reward in the design matrix for the PPI analysis, we ensured that our
analysis of effective connectivity was specific for insula influences that
covaried with reward and that occurred over and above any effects of
reward or reward-independent insula influences. Thus, this PPI analysis
could reveal areas in which activation for reward PE is attenuated when
insula activity increases. Subsequently, we asked whether there were dif-
ferences in PPI as a function of individual differences in the influence of
pain on choice. Specifically, we were interested in regions in which PPI
was more negative (namely, when pain-related activation in the insula
attenuated activation more intensely), the more participants expressed
the interactive effect of pain on reward in their behavioral choice. We
entered the PPI maps of sensitivity into a one-sample t test, as well as a
covariate representing individual pain sensitivity score (the slope of each
participant’s behavioral choice sensitivity function under pain; see Re-
sults). We restricted our analysis to regions that expressed the main effect
of reward (the same mask as the one used for the interaction of pain and
reward above). We report regions that covary positively with this indi-
vidual difference, namely regions in which the PPI is more negative in
individuals who had shallower reward sensitivity slopes.

Skin conductance analysis. Skin conductance response (SCR) data were
analyzed using a general linear convolution model (Bach et al., 2009) as
implemented in SCRalyze (version b0.4; http://scralyze.sourceforge.net).
The signal was converted back to a waveform signal with 100 Hz time
resolution, bandpass filtered with a first-order Butterworth filter and
cutoff frequencies of 5 and 0.0159 Hz (corresponding to a time con-
stant of 10 s), respectively, and downsampled to 10 Hz sampling rate.
The time series was then z-transformed to account for between-subjects
variance in SCR amplitude, which can be attributable to peripheral and
nonspecific factors such as skin properties. For each condition of interest,
a stick function encoding event onsets was convolved with the canonical
skin conductance response function and parameter estimates were ex-
tracted for each participant.
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Results
Behavioral results
Acquisition of the instrumental contingencies
During the pre-experimental conditioning session, participants
demonstrated robust acquisition of instrumental conditioning,
choosing the DS� more often than the DS� for both pain (t(17) �
24.00, p � 0.001) and touch (t(17) � 23.80, p � 0.001). As a result
of our suggestion that always choosing the DS� during this ses-
sion would help learning, participants chose DS�

pain and DS�
touch

equally often (82% of the time, t � 1).

Manipulation check
To verify that both the pain and the reward manipulation had a
significant influence on participants’ choice, we binned pain
and touch trials according to the offered monetary value (gain,
zero, and loss) (Fig. 2a) and observed that both pain (F(1,17) �
7.48, p � 0.05, partial � 2 � 0.31) and monetary value (F(2,34) �
299.89, p � 0.001, partial � 2 � 0.95) influenced participants’
choice of DS�. The interaction effect was also significant
(F(2,34) � 4.56, p � 0.05, partial � 2 � 0.21). Because our predic-
tion was limited to an effect of pain on gain trials, we followed up
on the significant interaction between money and pain by focus-
ing on gain trials, dividing them to four equal bins (Fig. 2b). We
found a main effect of monetary value (F(3,51) � 11.68, p � 0.001,
partial � 2 � 0.41) that interacted with pain (F(3,51) � 8.22, p �
0.001, partial � 2 � 0.33), reflecting a lower frequency of DS�

choice as a function of pain only for low monetary offers (bin 1,
t(17) � 2.44, p � 0.05; bin 2, t(17) � 2.95, p � 0.01; bins 3 and 4, t �
1). Although this confirmed our prediction that both money and
pain factor into participants’ decision in gain trials, the effect of
pain was confined to trials with the lower monetary offers, limit-
ing the way that its effects would appear in our study. Similarly, at
debriefing, participants reported more conflict in pain– gain tri-
als than in touch– gain trials (t(17) � 4.83, p � 0.001), but the
average level of conflict reported in pain trials was not high
(pain– gain, mean of 4.11; touch– gain, mean of 1.55; on a 1–9
scale, with 0 representing no conflict and 9 representing substan-
tial conflict). Together, these observations suggest that the posi-
tive reward value of money was high relative to the negative value
of pain, resulting in only moderate level of conflict. Of course we
could not administer stronger pain because of ethical consider-
ations but surmise that, had we used lower monetary offers, the
effect of pain on choice may have appeared stronger.

Additional evidence of value learning in relation to the faces
was provided by participants’ choice latency and face likeability
ratings. Thus, during the pre-experimental conditioning phase,
participants were faster to choose DS�

pain compared with DS�
touch

(t(17) � 2.60, p � 0.05). During the course of the experiment,
participants learned to like the pain face pair less than the
touch face pair, regardless of the probability with which each
face in the pair predicted an outcome, evident in choice like-
ability scores, derived from the number of times a face was
selected as more likeable across all possible pairs in a postex-
perimental forced-choice task (F(1,19) � 5.41, p � 0.05, partial
� 2 � 0.25). Relative to the touch face pair, there was a trend
for the likeability ratings the pain face pair received after the
experiment to be lower than before the experiment (F(1,16) �
3.24, p � 0.09, partial � 2 � 0.17).

Choice behavior
To characterize how money and pain are integrated within indi-
viduals, we implemented additive and interactive reinforcement
learning models for each participant (see details in supplemental

Methods, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial). We used standard model comparison methods with our
behavioral data to quantify the importance of the interaction
term by comparing the additive model, which included differ-
ence Q values for money and pain, with the interaction model,
which also included a difference Q value for their interaction. To
quantify the importance of the pain to decision making, we also
implemented a basic model that included money Q values alone.
Thus, the basic model was nested within the additive model,
which was nested within the interactive model.

The additive model [Bayesian information criterion (BIC),
3851] provided a significantly better fit than the basic model (BIC
of 4128) according to a conventional BIC penalization of its extra
complexity, demonstrating the influence of pain on participants’

Figure 2. Behavioral analysis. a, Frequency of choosing the DS� in pain (black) and
touch (gray) trials as a function of binned monetary offers: gains (positive offers), losses
(negative offers), and zero offers. Error bars represent SE. b, Frequency of DS� choice in
pain (black) and touch (gray) trials as a function of binned positive monetary offers. Error
bars represent SE. c, Empirical and modeled choice behavior for a single participant. The
circles represent empirical data as a function of the monetary amount offered in each pain
(black) and touch (gray) trial for a single participant. Circle size represents choice fre-
quency, with choice of DS� and DS� corresponding to 1 and 0 on the y-axis, respectively.
Line graphs represent the modeled choice for pain and touch in the additive (left) and
interactive (right) models. The additive model predicts choice according to the sum of pain
and reward Q values and is nested within the interactive model that predicts choice also
according to the interaction (product) of these two Q values. The additive effect of pain can
be seen in the rightward translation of the sigmoid function and the interactive effect of
pain in the change of slope. The number at the top of each panel corresponds to the
Bayesian information criterion for each model in this participant.
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decisions. However, the interactive model (BIC of 3841) pro-
vided a significantly better fit than the additive model according
to a conventional BIC penalization as well as in the likelihood
ratio test (� 2

(18) � 118, p � 0.001). The noisy pain model (BIC of
3878) (supplemental Methods, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material) fitted less well than either the additive or
the interactive models, in line with our assumption that, during
practice, participants have learned what the disutility of the pain
stimulation is for them (but see Discussion). The empirical data
and the predictions of the additive and the interactive models for
a single participant are depicted in Figure 2c (supplemental Figs.
S1 and S2 depict the empirical data and the model prediction for
all participants, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). Note that, in both models, the additive effect of pain is
represented in the translation of the sigmoid to the right, signify-
ing that, in pain trials, a higher monetary value is required to
induce participants to choose the DS�. The interactive model
represents the interaction effect as a change in the slope, with a
shallower slope in pain trials relative to touch trials signifying that
sensitivity to monetary reward is lower.

We quantified the slopes in the interactive model (supple-
mental Fig. S3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). In the case of touch, the empirical slope was 0.96, con-
sistent with a sharp change in behavior around monetary offers of
zero, namely, the rational shift from choice of DS�

touch when the
monetary offer was negative to DS�

touch when the monetary offer
was positive. In pain trials, 11 of 18 participants had reduced
slopes, indicating that their sensitivity to reward was attenuated
under pain. Pain still had a significant influence on choice in the
remaining seven subjects; however, this was only reflected in an
additive shift of the choice function under pain, which was sig-
nificant even in an analysis limited to this group alone (t(6) �
�4.9, p � 0.003). To summarize, the interactive model provided
a better account for behavior than the additive model, although
the degree to which pain interacted with reward sensitivity varied
across participants. Below we exploit the individual variability to
shed more light on the way pain modulates reward sensitivity.

SCR results
Both pain and money influenced SCRs, providing additional ev-
idence for the success of these manipulations. We analyzed SCRs
for the outcome delivery time point with a 2 (money: gain vs
loss/zero monetary offers) � 2 (stimulation: pain vs touch) re-
peated measures ANOVA. Pain stimulation generated higher
SCR relative to touch stimulation (F(1,17) � 12.57, p � 0.01,
partial � 2 � 42), an effect that interacted with money (F(1,17) �
13.47, p � 0.01, partial � 2 � 44). Although money did not sig-
nificantly influence the SCRs for touch ( p � 0.10) and SCRs
were higher for pain than for touch regardless of the magni-
tude of the monetary offer (gain, t(17) � 3.96, p � 0.001;
loss/zero, t(17) � 2.65, p � 0.02), SCRs for pain were higher in
gain trials than in trials with zero or negative money offers
(t(17) � 4.03, p � 0.001).

Strikingly, the slope of each participant’s behavioral choice
sensitivity function under pain correlated negatively with the
main effect of pain on SCRs (r � �0.49, p � 0.05, collapsed
across all monetary offers), showing that participants whose
choices were more influenced by the interactive effect of pain had
higher SCRs in pain trials relative to touch trials. Unlike the slope,
the additive shift did not correlate significantly with SCRs. The
significant correlation between the interactive effect of pain on
behavioral choice and the physiological response to pain suggests
that these measurements may tap into a global individual char-

acteristic. To summarize, pain and reward influenced behavioral
choice and SCRs. The interactive effect of pain and reward, which
helped account for choice behavior, correlated with SCRs across
individuals.

fMRI results
Having established a significant pain-related difference in sensi-
tivity to monetary gain behaviorally, we proceeded to extract the
physiological correlates of this interaction using the fMRI data.
To do this, we assessed the sensitivity of physiological responses
to reward by creating parametric stimulus functions encoding the
reward PEs associated with the chosen DS in each trial. We use
the term PE to denote both Q value at the time of decision and PE
at the time of outcome revelation, because both represent
changes from initial predictions. We coded pain and touch trials
separately and also coded reward PEs separately for these two trial
types, so that we could implicitly model the interaction between
pain and reward. To identify brain regions responsible for encod-
ing pain or reward and their interaction, we performed three tests
to determine (1) the main effect of sensitivity to pain relative to
touch, (2) the main effect of sensitivity to reward (averaged over
pain and touch trials), and, finally, (3) the interaction between
pain and reward, namely, the difference between sensitivity to
reward under touch relative to pain. Because our hypothesis was
that pain would modulate a PE signal rather than Q values or
outcome PEs separately, all of our analyses examine both decision
and outcome time points together (collapsing across the time
point factor). Descriptively, however, we plot the parameter esti-
mates to show that, indeed, the signal we obtained was similar
across time points.

As anticipated, the main effect of pain activated regions cor-
responding to a putative pain matrix (Leknes and Tracey, 2008),
with clusters in the primary and secondary somatosensory cortex
(supplemental table and Fig. S6, available at www.jneurosci.org
as supplemental material). Interestingly, Figure 5 shows that the
difference between pain and touch activation in the right anterior
insula [(32, 18, �10), T � 4.50; (36, 20, �8), T � 4.34; 27 voxels],
a region thought to encode the subjective value of pain (Craig,
2003), was larger in participants who expressed the interactive
effect of pain more strongly in their behavior. Figure 3 shows that
reward PEs were expressed in a ventromedial prefrontal region
extending into OFC and ACC, and left ventral striatum, as well as
right hippocampus, bilateral insula, and posterior cingulate cor-
tex (supplemental table, available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material). Parameter estimate plots show that the
activation in OFC and ventral striatum for reward PEs was simi-
lar across trial types and time points.

The interaction between pain and reward that we observed in
participants’ behavior corresponds to an attenuation of reward
PE signal as a function of pain. To determine which regions ex-
pressed this interaction, we contrasted reward PEs in touch versus
pain trials. This analysis revealed effects in the ventral striatum cor-
responding to the NA and subgenual ventral ACC (Fig. 4) (supple-
mental table, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). Parameter estimate plots show that signal in these regions
was positively correlated with reward PEs in touch trials, at both
decision and outcome revelation time points. Critically, pain stimu-
lation attenuated this correlation between the blood oxygenation
level-dependent signal (BOLD) and reward PEs. The interaction be-
tween time point and stimulation did not reach significance in any
brain region.

The modulation of PE by pain appeared more robust at the
point of decision than at outcome revelation. Therefore, we per-
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formed a follow-up analysis using the same ANOVA design but
now focusing on the decision time point alone. This analysis
revealed pain-dependent attenuation of PEs at decision, corre-
sponding to Q values, in identical regions in which we observed a
pattern of pain-dependent attenuation for PEs across both deci-
sion and outcome time points. In keeping with the previous anal-
ysis, this follow-up analysis was restricted to regions that were
activated by the main effect of reward. Thus, pain significantly

attenuated a positive correlation of Q val-
ues and BOLD in NA and ACC (supple-
mental Fig. S7, available at www.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material), as well as
in the left supplementary motor area
[(�8, 8, 50), T � 3.56]. In a parallel
follow-up analysis using the same
ANOVA design but now focusing on
outcome PEs, we did not find significant
pain-dependent modulation of any
brain region. To examine whether pain
modulated experienced utility, we ex-
amined the same contrast in an alterna-
tive model, which included experienced
utility instead of outcome PEs. Pain at-
tenuated experienced utility in the left para-
hippocampal gyrus [(�34, �24, �22),
T � 3.63].

A final question concerned the vari-
ability we observed across participants in
the expression of an interaction between
pain and reward in choice behavior. We
hypothesized that such differences stemmed
from variability in the subjective value
participants assigned to pain, which then
influenced their choice between the DS�

and DS�. A simple analysis of covariance,
resembling that conducted for the main
effect of pain, did not reveal any signifi-
cant modulation of the pain � reward
interaction effect as a function of individ-
ual reward sensitivity scores, and conse-
quently we then used a more sensitive,
trial-by-trial PPI approach. To capture
the potential way in which differential
sensitivity to pain modulated sensitivity
to reward, we extracted the main effect of
pain in the right anterior insula and com-
puted the interaction between physiolog-
ical pain activation in this region and the
psychological effect of reward PEs. This
PPI signal shows where the insula attenu-
ates sensitivity to reward on a trial-by-trial
basis.

We predicted that brain regions that
represent the value of the chosen option
would covary with this signal. Further-
more, we expected this covariance to be
modulated by reward sensitivity scores.
As described above, we used the slope of
the behavioral choice sensitivity function
under pain as an index of this individual
difference. Figure 5 shows that reward
sensitivity scores modulated the PPI in the
OFC [(2, 44, �18]), T � 4.60, k � 22]

(supplemental table, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material), a region that represented reward PE across
the entire sample (supplemental table, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Parameter estimate
plots show that participants whose behavioral choice slopes
were shallower exhibited a negative PPI, indicating that the
insula attenuated an overall positive correlation with reward
in that region.

Figure 3. Representation of reward. Reward prediction errors activated ventral striatum (a) and ventromedial prefrontal cortex
extending to anterior cingulate cortex (b). Group-level � parameter estimate plots to the right of each activation map show that
these regions expressed reward prediction errors positively across trial type (pain and touch) and time point (decision and out-
come). Error bars represent SE.

Figure 4. Interactive effects of pain. Pain attenuated the positive correlation between the BOLD signal and reward prediction
errors in nucleus accumbens (a) and anterior cingulate cortex (b). Error bars represent SE.
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Discussion
Jeremy Bentham in An Introduction to the
Principles of Morals and Legislation (1780)
proposed that “nature has placed man-
kind under the governance of two sover-
eign masters, pain and pleasure. It is for
them alone to point out what we ought to
do, as well as to determine what we shall
do.” Although we know a substantial
amount about how the brain represents
pleasure and pain separately, we know lit-
tle about how they are integrated so “as
to determine what we shall do.” Our be-
havioral findings point to an interaction
between pain and reward, with pain sub-
stantially decreasing sensitivity to reward,
an effect that was also significant in an
analysis of the Q values alone at the deci-
sion time point. In support of a best-fitting
interactive model of choice behavior, we
found that evoked responses in two brain
areas, ventral striatum and ACC, showed
a significant attenuation in sensitivity to
monetary reward as a function of higher
levels of anticipated pain. This finding ties
together two brain systems implicated in
value learning, cortical and subcortical,
and demonstrates their involvement in
the integration of pain and gain.

Note that the ventral striatum showed
two completely orthogonal effects: the
activity of this region increased with an-
ticipated and experienced excess mone-
tary gain (a main effect), consistent with
a wealth of data showing that these quan-
tities are positively coded in striatum
(O’Doherty et al., 2003; Tobler et al.,
2007) and OFC (O’Doherty, 2007). Strik-
ingly, the increase of striatal activation as a
function of reward was substantially at-
tenuated under high levels of anticipated pain (an interaction) in
a manner that paralleled the observed effect of pain on behavior.

The finding that the signal for reward PEs was attenuated by
pain in NA and the ACC is striking because these two intercon-
nected structures (Brog et al., 1993) are thought to be pivotal
when animals integrate costs and benefits. For example, using a
cost– benefit T-maze paradigm, it has been shown that dopamine
depletion or infusion of dopamine antagonist into NA suppresses
an animal’s propensity to respond for reward, biasing animals to
choose the low-effort, low-reward option over the high-effort,
high-reward option (Salamone and Correa, 2002). Similarly, af-
ter ACC damage, animals are disinclined to exert effort to obtain
the higher reward and opt instead for the low-effort, low-reward
option (Walton et al., 2003). The behavioral change in this task is
selectively attributable to altered cost– benefit analysis because,
when both high and low rewards required high effort, ACC-
lesioned animals chose the option that led to high reward. It
would therefore appear that both NA and components of ACC
contribute to cost– benefit analysis that, given our findings, also
extend to non-energetic cost– benefit analysis involving the inte-
gration of pain and reward. This result ties in with a recently
published report (Croxson et al., 2009) that the right ventral

striatum (in a region that is within a 8 mm sphere of the NA
activation we report here) and the dorsal ACC are activated for
the “‘net value” of motor effort and monetary reward. The more
dorsal ACC location in the study by Croxson et al. could be
related to their use of a different, and more motoric, aversive cost.

The degree to which choices were influenced by expected pain
cost varied across participants. Our behavioral model captured
this variability in the right shift of the choice function under pain
(additive effect of pain) and the attenuation of the slope of this
function (interactive effect of pain). Our fMRI analysis focused
on the interactive effect of pain, and, accordingly, our analysis of
individual differences focused on variability in the slope of the
choice function, a signal that directly reflected the attenuated
sensitivity to monetary reward under pain. The slope correlated
with physiological markers of pain both in terms of SCRs and a
signal in the right anterior insula, a region known to encode the
subjective value of pain (Craig, 2003). The group-wide attenua-
tion of the representation of reward under pain in the ACC and
ventral striatum was not significantly modulated by individual
differences in slope. Strikingly, however, the representation of
reward in the OFC was modulated by the pain-related signal from
the insula. Their effective connectivity was stronger the more
participants were willing to forego reward to avoid pain. This

Figure 5. Analysis of individual differences. Expression of the interactive effect of pain was defined as attenuated sensitivity to
reward under pain. Reward sensitivity scores, which corresponded to the slopes of individual’s behavioral choice function, were
lower in individuals who expressed the interactive effect of pain more robustly. a, The right anterior insula was activated more
strongly by pain, relative to touch, in individuals with lower reward sensitivity scores (b) The psychophysiological interaction
between the right anterior insula and the expression of reward in the OFC was modulated by reward sensitivity scores. The
positive-signed reward signal in the OFC was attenuated by the insula in individuals with lower reward sensitivity scores. Scatter
plots depict the � parameter estimates for each of these regions as a function of reward sensitivity.
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finding suggests an underlying neural substrate, in terms of con-
nection strength between insula and OFC, for participants’
choice variability.

The interaction term in our behavioral model fits the excess
stochasticity of participants’ behavior on trials with both pain
and moderate amounts of reward. A possible alternative source of
randomness is that participants sample on each trial the disutility
of the pain from a probability distribution. We therefore also fit a
noisy pain model, using gamma distributions to characterize this
uncertainty. This model fitted somewhat less well than the inter-
active model (despite having the same number of parameters).
More importantly, it also seems a priori unlikely that participants
would exhibit persistent and gross variability in the disutility of
an outcome that they had experienced 40 times in the condition-
ing session that preceded the experiment proper.

Our model focused on changes in sensitivity to PEs, but we
note that outcome PEs were correlated with obtained reward or
“experienced utility.” This means that, although we could be cer-
tain that pain attenuated sensitivity to PEs at decision, we could
not tease apart, using the present experimental design and fMRI
model, whether pain attenuated sensitivity to outcome PEs or to
experienced utility. We could not examine the additive effects of
pain in the brain and focused instead on the interaction high-
lighted in the winning interactive model of behavioral choice.
Our behavioral and fMRI data thus provide compelling evidence
for a modulation of reward by pain, but the question of whether
reward also changes the value of pain remains as a challenge for
future research. Future studies should address these limitations.

Our task used faces as DSs and was administered within a game
framework to make it easier for participants to attribute valence to
the stimuli and understand how their goals related to the task. This
social context seemed more ecologically valid than a context using
abstract stimuli and rules but is still a unique instance of a myriad of
contexts in which the processes we aimed to study takes place. To
allow for generalization, future studies should replicate the reported
findings in a nonsocial situation to ensure that they are not depen-
dent on the unique framework we used here.

A feature of our task is that the aversive values of the choices
were well learned and therefore potentially available via model-
free or cached mechanism associated with pavlovian and/or in-
strumental controllers. In contrast, the appetitive values differed
on every trial, possibly invoking a distinct model-based, or goal-
directed, control mechanism (Dickinson and Balleine, 1994; Daw
et al., 2005). Because our task did not incorporate a crucial deval-
uation test to prove goal directedness (Dickinson and Balleine,
1994; Valentin et al., 2007), we cannot conclusively attribute
effects to interactions between model-based and model-free
control systems. We also did not include any manipulation
that would discriminate pavlovian from instrumental effects.
Nevertheless, our observations of additive and multiplicative
integration of pain and gain may speak to how these two sys-
tems interact, with aversive model-free predictions attenuat-
ing model-based reward PEs in NA, ventral ACC, and OFC
(Phillips et al., 2007). The attenuation of the instrumental
reward-based choice and reward representation in the NA as a
function of pain prediction in our task thus suggests a possible
mechanism for the effect of conditioned aversive pavlovian cues
on appetitive conditioned instrumental response in transfer par-
adigms (Cardinal and Everitt, 2004), an effect that is attenuated
after NA lesions in animals (Parkinson et al., 1999).

In our task, appetitive and aversive values were represented in
distinct regions and converged in the striatum, ACC, and OFC.
Our findings suggest a sophisticated interaction between appeti-

tive and aversive predictions in the control of goal-directed be-
havior, providing a new perspective on predicting behavior and
brain activity in the context of mixed outcomes. Moreover, our
findings may imply that, when aversive predictions are invoked
(e.g., under threat), when suffering from physical pain, or when
predictions for the future are chronically aversive, as is typical in
clinical depression, reward processing will be altered in a way that
would influence decision making.
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